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About This Game

From the creators of cult sleeper hit Scratches and the haunting Serena, comes a chilling journey into the darkest depths of your
mind. ASYLUM is an ambitious and intricate horror adventure casting you into the hallucinatory setting of the Hanwell Mental

Institute, a silent witness to unimaginable atrocities that transpired between its endless corridors.

With influences ranging from Lovecraft to Peter Cushing to Lucio Fulci, ASYLUM has been meticulously crafted with a strong
focus on storytelling and atmosphere. Explore countless tenebrous environments, find your way throughout a towering, lifelike

mental hospital, and solve a surreal mystery that will haunt you for years to come.

What you can expect

 A mind-bending original storyline that we somehow managed to keep secret during 10 years of production.

 An atmosphere so engrossing you will almost smell the stench of decrepitude and putrefaction around you.

 Exciting challenges rewarding your wit and observation. No pixel hunting or boring math puzzles.

 Memorable soundtrack inspired by vintage horror productions and quite a bit of John Carpenter.

 No jump scares! OK, maybe just a frightening couple that will hit you when you least expect it.

 Relentless pacing leading to a shocking and disturbing conclusion. You simply won’t believe what’s coming!
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We poured our heart and soul into creating an involving and endlessly rewarding adventure. If you love the kind of slow-burning
horror with an old-school sensibility that creeps upon you, ASYLUM will be an unforgettable experience.
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Title: ASYLUM
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Senscape
Publisher:
Senscape
Release Date: As soon as we can.

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.4Ghz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: Consider having heart medication nearby. Just in case.

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Russian,Turkish
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Summer Sale Update Number 7:
Another little one
-Fixed colliders on logs from log truck
-Improved rag doll animations
-Improved tutorial prompt for crit attack. New casual puzzle game "Data mining 0" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you new part our puzzle game, hope you like it! Thank you for your support us!
Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059260/Data_mining_0/

.
Nowhere to hide (or logout in combat) (1.3.2.2):
Hey everyone,

Along with some other features, bugfixes and tweaks we’re glad to introduce the 30 sec logoff timer. There is no way for your
enemy to disappear right before death, because they logged off instantly.

P.S. Check out our new company logo ;)

Patch notes (ver. 1.3.2.2):. Weeklong Deals:
Prepare your steam wallet, we are making a very special promotion for Cube Land Arena, enjoy yourself in this amazing 3d
tower defense with a unique discount of 75% just this week.. New Patch Update:
Hey guys,

We are pleased to announce that the new patch update is now live!
We have fixed a number of minor bugs and hiccups that people have brought up recently, the list of which is outlined below:

Background Music Bug Fixed (Sometimes, two tracks played at once.)
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Herclueless' Achievement Bug Fixed

Optimization to Increase Performance

Minor Bug Fixes

We hope everyone has a good weekend ahead!. Vegetable couple 9 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1063652/. Changelog 7:
Small fix of few things we added recently

I've dropped more world items and updated demo.

CHANGES
V0.0.6.1

- Floating on the beach (It was also affecting crabs)
- Unable to dig clay with a shovel
- Unable to drink water directly from stream or sea
- Unable to exit the pond
- More world items
- Removed water mesh

We will focus next update on new content.

Thanks for the support
- Adriano. Release Version 2018.0.6945:
Here is our first update of Masters of Puzzle after the New Year. It's a smaller update adding complete Spanish localization to
the game and focusing on improving the puzzle assembly. The Spanish translation - both in the game and the Steam store page -
was the sole courtesy of our community member Gus who did an incredible and very proactive job over the holidays. Thank
you for your efforts!

Now let's take a look at all that's new or changed in this new release:

 Gameplay: The game now has complete Spanish localization

 Interface: Added separate Options: Puzzle menu for all puzzle assembly and generation related settings

 Interface: Added new game option for adjusting the puzzle tile rotation threshold when assembling

 Interface: Added new game option for enabling/disabling puzzle tile edge curvature. This has a visual impact only and
will not affect the assembly in any way

 Bugfix: Fixed a bug where finishing download of a puzzle box after starting a new game might raise an exception

 Bugfix: Fixed a bug where puzzle tiles & groups might raise an exception when rotated left or right in some rare
situations

You can find the full release notes on our website here[www.bellealgames.com].

Meanwhile, work continues on the major features we listed in the last update. Keep an eye here and on our Discord server for
previews on the progress and more. We are also planning on updating the intro video and screenshots in the Steam store page
since the current ones are already too old and don't match the current state of the game.

Don't forget to follow our social channels for regular news and some exclusive information about the game:
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Official Site[www.bellealgames.com]

Facebook[www.facebook.com]

Twitter

. UberFlight - Maintenance Update:

Most noticeable thing is color grading -- everything is more bright / vibrant now.
This is part of major graphics refactoring, so more visual improvements is coming up.

All changes:

 fixed minor gameplays bugs in 'Blue Rock' level

 Improved visuals a bit (color grading)

 Improved main-menu UI usability

. Downtime update notice:
In order to bring you a better game experience, we are scheduled for temporary downtime maintenance at 6:30 am on December
19, this maintenance will update the version of the game, the estimated maintenance time 120-150 minutes, sorry for
inconvenience caused!
Update:
1.Update custom game system test, player can create custom room to play games.
2.Update some tips on the display icon in the skill interface to make it easier to distinguish.
Fixed:
1.Fix the problem of the position error after the player reconnected under the Runescape Mode.
2.Repair the role shows abnormal problem after reconnecting when waiting for the end on the square in the Runescape Mode.
3.Fix the problem of double or multiplayer mode without displaying teammate information after reconnecting under the
Runescape Mode.
4.Fix the problem that Skill Book can not be learned directly on K key skill Interface under Runescape Mode.
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5.Fix double or multiplayer mode some characters can see airdrop and special effects, some can't see problems under
Runescape Mode.
6.Fix the problem of double or multiplayer teammate dropping line, other teammates in the upper-left corner information is out
of sync.
7.Repair the character's chances of stepping on his weapon's skin in the game.
8.Fix the problem of fabric jitter on your character while locking in other players' characters.
9.Fix problem that can no longer be displayed after pressing the F10 hidden interface.
10.Fix the problem that the character may fly to the ground after the reconnection of the rider.
11.Fix a problem that might get stuck in the ground if you have a slope on your back when sneaking attack.
12.Fix problem that sometimes can't be heard voice after entering the game.
13.Fix the problem that can be invited in the offline list under the invisible status.
14.Repair the problem that the character may disappear after reconnecting under the Swordsmen Dispute Mode.
15.Repair of Swordsmen Dispute Mode probability cannot use normal attack during preparation stage, unable to lock enemy
problem after the game starts.
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